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Cloud Integration
and Transformation
NTG will guide your agency/organization in
unlocking the power of the latest cloud technologies to build a more scalable IT infrastructure. We offer full scope solutions, from
consultation to design and development,
cloud backup solutions, and ongoing support for installation and migration.

Cloud

The NTG
Experience

NTG ensures you have the right infrastructure and cloud-based solutions in place,
whether it’s a public, private or hybrid model. Our 40+ years of experience, defining
cloud technology solutions enable customers to achieve their goals faster and more efficiently. We work with all industries, from government agencies, start-ups, private corporations, to International organizations with locations worldwide.
We understand each customer’s needs are unique and diverse. In some cases, you may
need diversify cloud technologies, in tandem with solutions, in order to reduce time, cost
and risk.

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

WORK WITH US

NTG is a CVE certified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned
Small Business (SDVOSB),
providing best-in-class IT Architecture design, and Integration solutions. We provide innovative, beneficial solutions
and customize implementation
and support per our customers’ unique requirements.

Whatever the challenge, NTG
will optimize your company's
network infrastructure using
proven business strategies
and industry standards.

NTG is established on the core
strength of integrity, transparency
with clients, and consistent past
performance. Dedication to excellence and commitment to customer satisfaction are top priority.
NTG’s values are apparent in
everything we do. Our goal is to
elevate your business to greater
heights by providing a better customer experience.

Our project managers and
network engineers are at the
forefront of strategy and technology across government
and commercial industries.

844.763.4850

Start with NTG
We can get you there – we provide flexible models to suit your budget requirements – thus, helping to make your digital strategy cost effective and executable.
Our approach results in cloud solutions that exceed business expectations and
will reshape the way commercial and government agencies thrive.
Do you want to move your On-Premises Infrastructure to the cloud, but still retain
management control? Are you ready to further reduce costs and manpower, by
transferring daily operations and management to a third-party cloud services provider? Or, is your goal to design, build, and maintain a private cloud solution,
unique and secured within your existing infrastructure?

GSA Contract Holder
Contract GS-35F251GA

NAICS
541512: Computer System Design
(PRIMARY)
517312: Wireless
Telecommunications Carriers
541513: Computer Facilities Mgmt
541519: Other Computer Related Svcs
541611: General Mgmt Consulting
541618: Other Mgmt Consulting Svcs
238210: Electrical and Other Wiring
Installation C Contractors

NTG Will Help You Choose the
Cloud Model that Fits Best

storage, and networking; all are fully
customizable to your business needs.

Public Cloud: With Public Cloud solutions, a third-party provider provides all
resources, such as virtual machines,
applications, and storage available
over the Internet. This reduces the cost
to implement or maintain physical appliances in-house, thus, saving cost on
hardware, space, power, labor, management, and maintenance. Public
Cloud uses a multi-tenant approach in
a completely segregated environment.
You only pay for what you need on a
subscription basis and have the ability
to scale up or down quickly to meet
changing demands and workloads.

NTG can design and build a dedicated,
Private Cloud environment, using a
combination of technologies that are
right for your unique requirements. We
manage the whole process from design to delivery, and provide continuous monitoring and management, as
needed.

NTG utilizes leading Public Cloud providers, such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), and Google
(GCP), assisting with full implementation and migration of your services and
infrastructure. We also have a
24/7/365 Service Desk that supports,
monitors, and manages your Enterprise environment.
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Private Cloud: The Private Cloud
model is a custom, internal, cloud infrastructure, which gives you complete
control of your environment. It is dedicated to your agency/ organization,
and not shared. The Private Infrastructure is hosted on-site or in a third-party
data center, allowing greater levels of
control and security with computing,

Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid Cloud solutions
bring together a mixture of environments to suit your specific requirements. The Hybrid model uses a combination of Public and Private Cloud
functionality, using Colocation, IaaS,
and existing On-Premise hardware
(since not all workloads are suitable for
the cloud).
The Hybrid model is popular with various organizations because they can
deploy the right workload into the right
environment as their computing needs
change. Also, Hybrid Cloud provides
greater flexibility, increased cost savings, and more flexible options.
NTG can create a custom, Hybrid IT
environment that meets your business
specific needs, while providing an agile, flexible, and scalable solution that
aligns with your aspirations and goals.

